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FORm_AV
Innovant’s comprehensive FORm_AV products are suited for high-growth, global companies 
with intense video conferencing requirements in search of a flexible and cost-effective, yet 
stylish solution.

FORm_AV is a freestanding series of elements uniquely designed for video conference 
environments. Huddle Tables offer integrated display and technology housing for small 
spaces, while Conference Tables and dual monitor AV Stands deliver award-winning 
performance to large spaces. With all cabling seamlessly housed inside the Huddle Tables, 
Conference Tables and AV Stands, FORm_AV provides superior utility without disturbing the 
physical environment. 

The product also offers unparalleled flexibility and speed of assembly or relocation for the 
rapidly changing conference environment. Innovant’s FORm_AV Conference Suite epitomizes 
efficiency, balancing a minimalist aesthetic with the super strength of its function.



TABLE SHAPES & SIZES

CONFERENCE TABLES
2400 mm [94”] x 1200 mm [47”]
2750 mm [108”] x 1200 mm [47”]
3050 mm [120”] x 1200 mm [47”]
3750 mm [148”] x 1200 mm [47”]
4100 mm [161”] x 1200 mm [47”]
4500 mm [177”] x 1200 mm [47”]
3050 mm [120”] x 1500 mm [59”]
3750 mm [148”] x 1500 mm [59”]
4100 mm [161”] x 1500 mm [59”]
4500 mm [177”] x 1500 mm [59”]
5100 mm [201”] x 1500 mm [59”]
5650 mm [222”] x 1500 mm [59”]
6250 mm [246”] x 1500 mm [59”]
6400 mm [252”] x 1500 mm [59”]
6800 mm [268”] x 1500 mm [59”]
7150 mm [281”] x 1500 mm [59”]
7550 mm [297”] x 1500 mm [59”]
7950 mm [313”] x 1500 mm [59”]
8300 mm [327”] x 1500 mm [59”]
8700 mm [343”] x 1500 mm [59”]

HUDDLE P-TABLES
1350 mm [53”] x 1500 mm [59”]
1800 mm [71”] x 1500 mm [59”]
2250 mm [89”] x 1500 mm [59”]

HUDDLE D-TABLE
1650 mm [65”] x 900 mm [35”]
1800 mm [71”] x 900 mm [35”]
2150 mm [85”] x 900 mm [35”]
1250 mm [49”] x 1100 mm [43”]
1399 mm [55”] x 1100 mm [43”]
2000 mm [79”] x 1100 mm [43”]
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DUAL MONITOR AV STAND 
& TECHNOLOGY CABINET

FORm_AV dual monitor AV Stands are uniquely engineered to deliver high-capacity display 
support and technology housing. When integrated with Innovant’s FORm_AV Conference 
Tables, the stands provide a fully integrated conference AV platform. This self-contained video 
conferencing technology eliminates the need for such high construction costs as technology 
mounting and cable routing through floors and walls.

APPLICATION NOTES:
• Technology cabinet is separate from AV Stand
• Technology cabinet includes 1U EIA rackmount
• AV Stand comes with stabilizing rear foot if not placed up against a wall
• AV Stand supports up to two 80” monitors 
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HUDDLE TABLES

FORm_AV Huddle Tables are available in two forms: D- and P-Tables. Both table types are 
permanently joined to display stands capable of supporting a single 55” monitor. 

CPUs are stored in a sling suspended below the worktop. This technology is reachable from 
above through the bento box (a segmented storage bin recessed into the tabletop). The bento 
box can be lifted up for easy access and dropped back into the opening without any tools.
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Huddle P-Table

Huddle D-Table
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Standing Height Huddle D-Table

Standing Height Conference Table
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CONNECTIVITY 

Innovant offers a standard series of easy to specify tabletop connectivity features to accommodate 
most conference room requirements. This includes tabletop power, USB, laptop charging cords and 
other connectivity options that are available through quick access panels in the worktop. For advanced 
connectivity options, Innovant can coordinate with customer IT engineers to integrate their own 
solutions. 
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CONTACT
37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com

www.innovant.com

Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy. 
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to 
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products 
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further 
configured to maximize LEED points. 

SUSTAINABILITY 

OUR STORY
Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern 
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly 
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s 
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and 
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client 
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will 
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements. 
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration 
over time as new features are introduced.
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